A fast algorithm is presented that can handle the motion planning problem for articulated figures with branches and many degrees of freedom. The algorithm breaks down the degrees of freedom of the figure into Cspace groups and compute the free motion for each of these groups in a sequential fashion. It traverses the tree in a depth first order to compute the motion for all the branches. A special playback routine is then used to traverse the tree again in a reverse order to playback the final motion. T h e planner runs in linear time with respect t o the total number of Cspace groups without backtracking. We believe that the planner would find a path in most cases and is fast enough for practical use in a wide range of applications.
Introduction
This paper presents an implementation of a new motion planning a1 orithm for general redundant branchThe algorithm has a number of advantages. For example, it is fast for articulated figures with many degrees of freedom (DOFs) and it can handle branches on the figures.
The motion planning problem is generally defined as finding a path from a specified starting robot configuration to a specified goal configuration that avoids collisions with a known set of stationary obstacles residing in the robot's workspace. Collision-free path planning has applications in a variety of fields such as robotics task planning, computer aided manufacturing, human figure modelling and ergonomics studies. The development of practical motion planning algorithms can reduce significantly the burden of the operator and the total programming time required. O u r interest for motion planning on articulated branching figures arise from our general interest in human figure modelling and motion simulation. In this case, the upper body of the hunian figure will be anaylsed as a tree structure.
A great deal of research has been devoted to the motion planning problem within the last 10 years [12] [13]
ing articulated $ gures with many degrees of freedom.
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[5] y] [6] [7] [11] [9] . However, many of these algorithms dea with manipu ators with relatively few de rees of three degrees of freedom and the PUMA type of robots which have six. Many of these algorithms are based on the use of the configuration space (C space) which is the space of the degrees of freedom of the robot. The inherent difficulties with this approach is due to the high dimensionality of the C space. It is well known that the worst case time bound for motion planning for a robot arm is ex onential in the dimensionality of its C space [15] r 6 f It is only during the last few years that motion p annin algorithms that can handle manipulators with many fegrees of freedom have been presented 121 [l] [RI [lo] [8] .
However, very few of the work consider articulated iires with branches. Barraqiiand e t a1 gave an examnot handled in an explicit and general manner [2] [1] [3] . A gain in efficiency is obtained as a result of the clever selection of potential functions and heuristics. However, it is not clear how these can be selected in gener al.
Faverjon et a1 [8] presented a method which partitions the free space into octrees and uses some probability measures to cut down the search tree during the A* search. Gupta [lo has presented another techof freedom. It is a sequential search technique which basically treats the individual de rees of freedom one by one instead of considering all o f t h e m together. The initial stage of our path planner is based on his work. We will look at the details in later sections. freedom such as the mobile robots which typica f ly have ? p e involving ' a manipulator with 2 branches which is nique to handle sequentia i linkages with many degrees
The Approach
The initial stage of our path planner is derived from the sequential search strategy presented by Gupta [lo] . The idea is that since it is computationally intractable to deal with all the degrees of freedom a t a time, it may be better to deal with only a subset of them at one time.
Gupta's algorithm plans the motion of each link successively, starting from the base link. When the motion of links till link i has been planned, the path of one end tmhe proximal end) of link is1 will then be determined.
'L he motion of link i + 1 is t,hrn planned along this path by controlling the degree of freedom a.ssociated wit,h 0-7803-0737-2/92$03.00 19920IEEE it, which is a two-dimensional motion planning problem. This strategy results in one 1-dimensional (the first link) and ( n -. 1) 2-dimensional planning problems instead of one n-dimensional problem for a n-link (i.e. n degrees of freedom) manipulator arm.
T h e domain of articulated figures we are interested in involves models of human beings which are characterized by large number of degrees of freedom and branching of the linka es into a tree structure. There with these types of figures. Gupta's algorithm alone cannot resolve all these issues. We will explain the rest of our path planner in later sections and see how they address all of these special issues. are many unique prob 'i ems encountered when dealing
Overview
We will name the root of the tree structure the base point. Our algorithms will be demonstrated using human figure models. We will basically focus on the upper body of the figure. In this case, the base point will be at the waist joint of the figure.
Our system adopts a modular design in t8hat it is made up of a number of modules each of which is based on an algorithm (Figure 1 ).
O n a more global perspective, the path finding procedure can be viewed as consisting of two phases: the corn u t a t i o n follows: ase and the playback phase.
T i e overal rh path planning procedure is outlined as 2. lmpose an ordering of the Cgroups. This will also be the order in which we will traverse the tree structure and compute the motmion for tlie joints. 3 . Invoke the control algoritlim that handles traversal of the tree and finding the final collision free path. This a.lgorit,lim will actually call upon a subsidiary algorithm, the sequential algorifhrn, to compute tlie free path along After all the Cspace groups have been considered, the control algorithm will call upon a special playback routine which will t,raverse t8he tree st,riicture in a reverse order, collect and coordinate all the information about t,he free paths computed for each group and finally playback t-lie overall collision free path for the whole fi ure in discrete time frames.
T h e routine is basef on the playback algorithm (Fig. 1 ).
The translational movement of the articulated figure as a whole on a plane can also be planned with our planner. In this case, the figure is simply treatfed as a mobile robot with two degrees of translational freedom and one degree of rotational freedom.
The main algorithm focuses on a subset of tlie tree structure which is shown in Fig. 2 . The whole tree structure ib then handled by recursively applying the main algorithm. Fig. 2 shows the nomcnclat,ure scheme used in this paper. Branches are referred to as branch bi, groups as g i , j and parameters as t i , j .
T h e Basic Algorithm
The particular algorithm we have chosen is tlie one presented by Lozano-Perez in [la] due to its simplicity and intuitiveness. It first constructs the C space for the art,iculat,ed figure. For the sake of completeness: the process is outlined below using our terminology.
If t>he manipulator has n links. its configuration space can be const,ructetl as follows: The free space is then represented by the data structure called regions to explore the connectivity between the cells. A graph is then built on these region nodes and an A* search is conducted t o search for a free path from the start node t o the goal node.
The Sequential Algorithm

Overview
The Sequential Algorithm handles the motion planning problem for the Cgroups along a sequential branch. This algorithm is based on Gupta's work. \I'e will discuss some of the differences in our work after presenting the algorithm.
The Algorithm
Referring to Fi 3, let n be the total number of Cspnce The algorithm is as follows:
1. Compute a collision free trajectory for the links associated with group 1. The trajectory of the reference vertex on its link will be r l ( t ) .
, discretize the path according to a pre-specified resolution. Compute a collision-free trajectory for the DOFs in the ith group from qfj to qfj for j = l..rni using the basic algorithm described in the last section.
(b) gi\[en qij(t),qzj(t), .... q i j ( t ) , compute r i ( t )
(c) Increment i.
using forward kinematics.
Interpretation of t h e Parameter
The parameter used in parameterizing the path already computed can be either interpreted as temporal or nontemporal. For a temporal interpretation of the parameter, the path computed has t o be monotonic with respect to the parameter t as we cannot travel backward in time. Hence backtracking is not allowed and the chance of finding a path is greatly restricted (Fig. 4) .
In our system, we have adopted a non-temporal interpretation of the parameter in most cases as this will increase the chance of finding a path.
Discussion
Our implementation of the Sequentzal Algorithm differs from Gupta's in the following ways:
Gupta considered one DOF at a time in his work.
\Ve extend this idea further and introduce the notion of Cspace groups. Eaxh Cspace group involves one parameter and a variable number of DOFs. Hence we are working on a higher diniciisional C space.
The introduction of the Cspace groups has more far reaching effects than it appears at first sight:
e Theoretically, the optimal path (with respect to certain criteria, for example, shortest path or minimum energy for an articulated figure coiisisting through a n-dimensional C space built from ing of n DO 2 s can only be obtained by search- Gupta has chosen to use the vzszbzlzly graph for representing the free space and searching for a solution A path found this way has the undesirable feature t h a t the link associated with that group will be very close t o some obstacles at certain points on the path. This will leave very little room for the next link to maneuver at those points and hence greatly reduce the chance of finding a free path for the succeeding Cspace group. Hence, we have opted to use the regzon graph instead which allows us to set the path closest to the center of the free space, thus allowing more room for the next link to maneuver (Fig. 5 ).
The Control Algorithm
Overview
The basic idea of our algorithm is to compute t h e motion for the linkage in each group in a particular traversal order. After computing the motion for each roup, we parameterize t h e resulting path and pass on t \ e parameter to be used in computing the path for the next group.
Since the articulated figure we are consideriiig is essentially a tree structure, we need to adopt an order of traversal. We have chosen t o adopt a depth first traversal, i.e. compute the motion for the branches one after another.
Finally, a special playback routine is needed to traverse t h e tree one more time and playback the final coordinated collision-free motion.
After we have found the free path for one branch, we need to record all the joint ,angles along this path in an array. The information is important in the final stage of playing back the free path as we will see in a later section.
There are some specific issues needed to be addressed in each of these stages. These are explained in details in the following sections. Now let us look at t h e control algorithm itself before we look at the different issues involved.
The Control Algorithm ( A l )
1. Apply Algorit,hm ASUBl (the Planar Algorithm, see next sect,ion) to t h e whole figure t o obtain the planar collision free translational movement of the figure taken as a whole.
Parameterize the resulting motion. The normalized constant for this motion is called s i n i t i n ! .
3. Apply Algorithm A2 (the Sequential algorithm) to branch bo with sinitial as the first parameter for t h e first group of the branch, i.e. group g0,o.
4.
Parameterize the resulting path computed for branch bo according to some prespecified resolution. The normalized parameter is named S O . The trajectory of the reference point on bra,ncli Bo is referred to as ~( t l ) . 
7.
8.
9.
6
(d) Record 
The Planar Algorithm (ASUBI)
The articulated figure can translate and rotate on a plane, navigating around obstacles. The whole figure behaves just like a mobile robot. We can handle this case simply with our basic algorithm (A3) or a separate module which will take advantage of customized mobile robot path planning techniques. the first Cspace group of the next branch as shown in Fig. 6 (b) .
T h e reason for this extra step is to generate a unique index into the computed joint angles. Since the playback algorithm traverses the branch in a backward manner, it needs an index that will give back an unique value for the computed joint angles. Without this reparameterization nrocedure. the index will he multivalued and the actual computed path cannot be deter- Let us look a t Fig. 6(a) . The curved path shown in the top diagram represents the computed motion for branch bo. T h e bottom diagram shows the resulting C space for the last group of branch bl (2-D for illustration). As we follow the computed path, it can be seen that the values taken by the parameter t l , p l along the path are not necessarily monotonic. We now choose t o parameterize this path again before going on to compute the path for the next branch. It is this new parameter that we are using when dealing with rear lin 1 of branch 6 0 , we do not use the same paramduring the fina 7 playback phase.
Resolving Conflicts between mined during playback.
Different-Branches
Playing back the free path
Now that the path for all the branches has been computed, the playback routine is called upon t o playback the final path starting from the last group of the last branch.
For exam le, let Fig. 7 (a) re resent the configuration space fp,r the last group o P the last branch, i.e. group gn,p, of branch b,. IVe then discretize the computed free path according to a pre-specified playback resolution. Note that the number of discretization intervals for this last group will determine the total niimber of tame f r a m e s for the final simulation.
At every discretized point along this path, say A, there is a corresponding p t pair: the q value is what is used to deduce the motion of the preceding (proximal) group. Note that within this preceding group, tlie parameter t is monotonzc according to the way it is defined. Hence we can uniquely determine the corresponding ( q , t ) pair within this preceding group. V'ith tlie same token, we can continue tracing back to the gro!ip further preceding this one Fig. 7 (a) ). We carry we should set the joint 6 ' 4 0 to, and the paramefer t on in this fashion recursively unti ' 1 we come to the first T h e sequence of joint values for moving all the other branches alon their computed path should have been recorded in t i e array FREEANGLESi during the computation phase. T h e parameter value left unused is the first parameter of the first group of the last branch, i.e. t n , l which is actually the same as ~~-1 .
As discussed earlier, it is monotonic in values by the way it is constructed. Hence, we can use this as an index into the recorded joint angle array and uniquely determine the set of angles corresponding to the movement of the preceding branch. We then set those joint angles to the desired values in a somewhat forward manner.
After setting the angles in the preceding branch, all the other branches are treated in a similar manner.
We explain the other details of the algorithms by listing the complete playback algorithm in the following:
The PlayBack Algorithm (A4)
For easy understanding, we will explain the algorithm by looking into its two components separately: the Final Playback Algorithm (A4a) and the Single Branch Single Frame Playback Algorithm (A4b).
8.1.1
This a1 orithm contains the control loop and will generate al the time frames for the simulation. The loop variable k can be thought of as the simulation frame index.
The Filial Playback Algorithm (A4a)
Discretize the path computed for the last group in the last branch into N j i n a l discrete points according to some pre-specified resolution.
0 L e t k = l . 8. T h e last parameter value obtained from the previous step is used to index into the path computed from the Planar Algorithm. The posztzon of the whole figure will be set to that indexed position.
9. Advance the simulation time step by incrementing k and repeat the whole playback process for the next time frame. The complete tree structure of the articulated figure can now be handled by the control algorithm described above. We need only to modify it t o call itself recursively when it comes across another subtree during the tree traversal. T h e parameter it is currently worked with will b e passed along with the recursive call. The playback routine will similarly call itself again recursively. We need t o modify it to record the whole sequence of joint angles in a subtree after it has dealt with it. Then those angles can be recalled in the next level just like another branch as described before. 
Results
Discussions
The main advanta es of our algorithm described here are that it can feal with articulated figures with branches and many degrees of freedom. The algorithm is an approximate algorithm, not a complete one, in the sense that it may not succeed t o find a path even though there exists one. However, we can add a capability to backtrack among groups and branches. In this case, the algorithm will be a complete algorith~n.
Alternatively, we can try regrouping the DOFs under a different scheme and finding the solution again.
The basic algorithm within a Cspace group is O (~~-' ( r n n ) ' ) where k is the number of DOFs, T is the discretization intervals, m is the number of faces and edges for t h e robot and n for the environment as shown in [la] . Since the number of DOFs in a Cspace group is bounded, t h e run time for the basic algorithm can be treated as a constant. Consequently the whole algorithm runs in O ( p ) time where p is the total number of groups in the tree structure without Cgroup backtracking. With Cgroup backtracking, the worst case time bound is exponential as with other complete algorit hms.
We believe that, the average run time of the algorithm is fast enough for p r a~t~i c a l use and that it will contribute to applications in robotics task level planning and human-figure motZion simulations. 
